
Fast Facts
The SRT Group of companies was established to deliver mission-critical satellite, Wi-Fi, and 
aviation services to major business, government, and non-governmental customers. 

Established: 1999

Revenues: Approx. $25 million per year

Location: Davie, Florida

Employees: 88

Subsidiaries

SR Technologies, the forerunner of The SRT Group, is a provider of best-in-class products 
and services for mission-critical government applications, with “excellent” ratings from a 
number of customers with very demanding missions.

SRT Wireless, the commercial and law-enforcement division of The SRT Group, enables 
global enterprises and law enforcement agencies at all levels to be more connected and 
efficient through powerful, affordable satellite and WiFi communications tools.

SRT Aviation maintains aircraft fitted with specialized antennae and communication 
packages to support a variety of assignments, including special operations, platform 
engineering studies, equipment testing, and personnel training.

Key Customers

 ● Federal Law Enforcement Training Centers (FLETC):  Offering training in issues related 
to WiFi technology and law enforcement 

 ● Thuraya:  Providing advanced satellite modems for one of the world’s largest mobile 
communications providers

 ● U.S. Department of Defense:  Serving more than 100 military contracts since 1999

Leadership

Rick Lund, Founder and Chairman, SRT Group  

Rick Lund has more than 35 years of experience in 
communications technical operations and is a leading subject 
matter expert on the use of satellite and Wi-Fi technology 
for critical missions in business and government.  His career 
began in state and local law enforcement in Florida, both in 
management and in operational support of major criminal 
investigations.  Since then, he has served as a consultant and provider of cutting-edge 
hardware and services to served as a consultant and provider of cutting-edge hardware 
and services to numerous branches of the U.S. Government, foreign governments, and the 
telecommunications industry, with experience in more than 30 countries.  He launched SR 
Technologies in 1999.  He has taught courses in many leading programs in the U.S. and 
worldwide and has been recognized by the U.S. Government, elements of the U.S. Special 
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Operations community, and numerous law enforcement agencies in the U.S. and abroad.  
Rick also is a strong supporter of charities that assist fallen and wounded warriors and their 
families, as well as other groups supporting the U.S. military.

Additional leadership team bios and photos are at:  
http://www.srtgrp.com/the-company/leadership-team/

Anecdotes

Rick Lund and The SRT Group of companies has been serving the U.S. Government in 
national security missions since 1999. 

Its technologies are 100% American developed and built in Davie, Florida the old-fashioned 
way – by a small team of entrepreneurs and engineers.  

Now, after several years of intense, self-funded R&D and new business development, 
SRT Wireless is breaking into the global commercial market with great success.  

For example, SRT Wireless won a contract with Dubai-based Thuraya, one of Asia’s leading 
mobile communications providers, to build “all-in-one” satellite modems (radios).  The 
VIPturbo L-band modem is the first and only single-board modem that provides terminal 
product developers every service available for the Thuraya network, including voice, GmPRS 
(low data rates), and high-speed IP data services.  The modem offers greater functionality at 
a much lower price than any competing product, which promises to stimulate innovation of 
new products and services for the network.

Building on this success, SRT Wireless has introduced a ruggedized terminal product for 
U.S. military customers, the VIP_eXtreme.  Thuraya will offer a similar product under the “IP 
Commander” brand to foreign government and military customers. 

SRT Wireless also beat out Boeing for a major Thuraya contract to replace aging digital 
signal relays at the company’s earth station in Sharjah, Dubai. 

The Personal Side 

Rick Lund is also an avid competitive pistol shooter and an NRA-Certified Firearms 
Instructor.  

As part of its commitment to serving its customers’ missions, The SRT Group supports 
a number of organizations that assist fallen and wounded warriors and their families, as 
well as other groups supporting the US military and our local community, including:

 

The SRT Group also works with Embry Riddle Aeronautical University to offer internships for 
outstanding engineering students.

 ● Blake McLendon Memorial Fund
 ● CIA Officers Memorial Foundation
 ● DEA Survivors Benefit Fund
 ● Hospice by the Sea
 ● March of Dimes
 ● Miami-Dade Police Memorial Fund
 ● Molon Labe Spartan’s Booster Club

 ● National Law Enforcement Officer 
Memorial Fund

 ● Naval Special Warfare Fund
 ● Soldiers Undertaking Disabled Scuba
 ● Special Operations Warrior Foundation
 ● St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital
 ● Unit Scholarship Fund


